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The Drayer

Check-in
I just want to tell you how inciting it was to receive such 
great responses to questions. 

I immediately was recalibrated to what you were looking for, 
and recalled a lot of what we’d talked about at first. 

Lara’s handwriting, I’d forgotten about that.



The Drayer

Rough
I drew some freehand D’s before my check-in, and had a lot 
of problems with them. 

Namely: I’m not a master letterer. 

Allow me to express my disatisfactions:



The Drayer

So flat. 

So bulby. 

So wide.



The Drayer

Even bulbier! 

(But. I did like that a ’T’ started to show up. ‘the’ Drayer.)



C—

The Drayer

This is my sourcing another D. 

The black marks are where I tried some early decoration.

Too early. (So well-centered too.)



The Drayer

Alright. Decoration on overgrowth. Some sort of marijuana 
bud popping out of the square.

How do these Victorian scribes do this? 



The Drayer

Oh. Now this feels nice. This was done fast, man. This was 
when my hand was warmed up.

But this is also before I sent you the last document. 

And you shocked me back into some things:



The Drayer

1) The notion of the Cameo, and its importance, which I had 
on the back-burner

2) These new ideas, beautiful ones:

Driftwood, skeletal trees in the dormant stage of life just 
waiting to explode with color, bee's, apples, bears, Viking 
Helmets w/ beards

3) Lara’s calligraphy.



The Drayer

Let me address the last, first.

I sent Lara an email asking if she’d be willing to write the 
name out a few times, so I could see what you are raving 
about. I mean, I believe you. But I don’t get Christmas letters 
from the girl. I’ve got no source material.

If she doesn’t get back to me, do you have cards you could 
scan? Letters? 

L—



The Drayer

But for the skeletal trees, for the bears and bees and vikings.

I made a moodboard.





The Drayer

I printed out six D’s. 

I like these D’s. 

They’re from that font I ended with last time; the one where 
The Drayer’s all writ out.

Then I broke out some tracing paper, and shaved my way 
through a half a pencil trying to do it right.



The Drayer

I was trying driftwood, and spring popping off a small skeletal 
branch.

I was trying pattern. I was trying decor on the D that would 
set it back in time.

Very small lines.



The Drayer

I was trying pattern. 

I wanted bear, and never got there. (I realized it quick enough 
to abandon, thank god. There is no ‘undo’ with pencil, not 
even an eraser.)



The Drayer

I wanted to incorporate her into the D. 

Problem is: if I just stick the D on top, make it white, it covers 
her face; like…all the features…unless the D’s really small, 
and then there’s really no point to having the D. 

So…

The Cameo



The Drayer

I started thinking about making her eye a leaf-shape, but again, 
we’re dealing with some interesting negative-positive space.

The D is there, and then disappears. Evasive.

And so I approached again, simplified. 
 



The Drayer

I ditched the outer ring. 

I liked what Gorey did by pushing a bit of the decoration 
through the letter, and sent our driftwood with spring buds 
through a gap.

I added bees. I love bees. And honey. I made her dress of the 
driftwood texture. 

I decorated the D with some form of ‘hashing’.



The Drayer

I was satisfied. It’s a much simpler concept—somewhat 
Dryad-like. So I scanned.

Then I worked in some threshold in Photoshop.

I talked to Alyssa some; she had a hard time seeing the D 
before this point in the sketches.

I started to reduce the decoration and the play with 
dimensions to reduce visual confusion.



lAnd then eventually stripped out that hashing I tried, and the 
notion of pushing the branch through the letter.

And that’s where I’m at. 

So. 

The Drayer



I could explain my plans to split the D out for simpler uses; 
to split the wood-dressed Drayer out so she could be used in 
other situations; and then a script-font for use when a 
wordmark is necessary. 

But, I need to know where you’re at, after this? 


